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Preface
The decision to undertake this project was made as
a resul t of work done as part of the January Plan of In
dependent Study in 1964.

During that month I was first

introduced to the area of survey research through my ex
perience at the Survey Research Center of the University
of

~lichigan.

Working there, under the direction of Dr.

\'iarren -. Miller J I realized the great contribution that
survey methods could make to the understanding of politi
cal phenomena.

~~

desire at the conclusion of that month

was to gain further experience in survey techniques by
preparing and conducting a survey project as part of a
Senior Scholar progrmm.
Upon my return to Colby, I began to look carefully
for a specific study area.

\>lith the advice of

}'!I'.

PLike

Gilbert I selected the French-Canadian ethnic group as a
suitable subject.

Hailing from heavily French-Canadian

Manchester, New Hampshire, and attending college in equally
French-Canadian Waterville, they provided an easily acces
sible sUbject which was also fascinating and exciting to
me because of my involvement in local politics in both
communities.
The experience of the past months spent in a concen

ii.
trated survey study has supported by presupposition that
the method of surveying and collection of data used is a
valuable tool for the investigation oE political phenon
ena.

But beyond that, the

intervie~nng

process brought

me into contact with a number of real) live) different and
exciting people, none of whose emotions, psychoses or
thoughts can ever be accurately captured in a statistic.
Nor can their reasoning and decision making processes be
reproduced in a table oE me an values.

The survey research

method has a definite limit beyond wnich it no longer
yields a valuable insight into the political process, and
one of the successes of this project was the

determinat~n

of approximately where this limit lies.
Thanks are due to Colby, for the Senior Scholar Pro
gram which has provided the opportWlity for this study;
to Professor Marvin Weinbaum, my tutor, who encouraged
and pursued me during the crucial period; to Professor
Albert

Ma~inacJ my~inspirationJ

who has provided the

basic framework of poli tical analysis in which this study
is grounded; and to

~ws.

Kevin Hill, Chairman of the Water

ville Democratic Committee, who helped me meet many of the
important local politicians and city leaders.

But espec

ially, t his paper is dedicated to the wonderful people of
Waterville, whose cooperation and assistance were respon

iii.
sible for its inception and its completion.

To all am I

grateful, to none should responsibility for this thesis
be assigned.

stuart H. Rakoff
Waterville, Maine
I1ay 1, 1965
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Introduction - The extensive use of survey methods in
social science research dates primarily from World War II,
and since that time the scientific collection and

a~alysia

of data has become an important tool in political, economic
and sociological inquiry.

One of the leading exponents of

the survey method, and also its most important developer,
has been the University of Yrlchigan's Survey Research Cen
ter, established by Angus Campbell, formerly of the United
States Department of A;ricul ture.

At the SRC many of the

most advanced techniques, such as aerial photo sampling
and open-ended questions, have been pioneered and perfected.
My introduction to survey methods was provided as part
of a January Plan of Independent Study in 1964.

During

that month I worked at the University of Michigan's Sur
vey Research Center under the direction of Dr. Warren E.
Juller, director of the political studies bureau of the
Center.

Although my study at that time was prLffiarily con

cerned with the relationship between a Congressman and his
constituency, the 6eneral problems and aims of survey re
search were examined and considered.

As a result of the

3
month, I felt myself capable of undeetaking, at least on
a modest level, a survey project of my own.
Survey research involves four major areas of activ

ity, each of which involves its own special purposes and
problems.

Sample drawing, questionnaire construction,

interviewing and analysis are the four parts of the proc
ess, and each will be discussed in detail below.

But pre

vading these four components, is a general attitude and
philosophy of survey research \mich should be stated and
examined.

For survey research is based upon the assump

tion that the political act is predictable, in a scientific
sense of prediction, and that a large group can be evalu
ated in terms of a much smaller sub-group which is selected
to mirror the characteristics of the larger group.
Predictability, in the scientific sense, must be dif
ferentiated from the non-scientific use of the term.

It

is concerned, in the technical medium, with the isolation
of factors contributory to a certain behavior pattern.
From a study of the various factors thus isolated, their
relation to the act investigated can be determined.

In

an ideal situation, such as the laboratory of a physical
or biological scientist, each contributing factor can be
isolated and controlled in turn to determine its precise
effect on the phenomena.

However, in social science re

4
s@arch, it is not always possible to remove or control
important behavior determinants, such as a

m~Dls

union

membership as a factor in his electoral participation.
Human beings can not, unfortunately, be as easily con
trolled (in the scientific sense) as chemicals or electvi
cal charges, so this type of single factor analysis is
often not possible.
This inherent difficulty in social science researoh
has led to many forms of analysis, among lJhich is the t'un
nel of causality outlined by Donald Stokes in The American
1

Voter

The runnel is taken as the physical representa

tion of an individual act and its determining behavior
factors.

The act itself is designated to be the narrow

end of the funnel, the apex of all the preceding behavior,
which proceeds outward from it, losing importance to the
final behavior as it gets further av.Jay from the origin
point of the runnel, the act itself, and as it gets fur
ther from the center of the funnel on an axis through the
apex.

Thus, through a detailed and complex investigatory

process, behavior factors can be qualitatively ranked in
order of their prominence in an individual act decision
process.
1

Campbell, et al, The American Voter, pp 24-32.

5
Speaking, then, of the predictability or political
acts, does not mean that a political scientist can pre
dict a man's vote for President or a Senator's vote on
foreign aid.

These he might be able to do; whether he

should is an open question still hotly debated by profes

2
siona! political scientists and laymen alike.

But aside

from using the predictability of the political act to pre
dict elections or convince the public, it can tell us a
lot about the nature of the political act itself.

It was

in this sense that the present project was undertaken;

the

primary concern was not with the way the subject group
voted or will vote, but was with the nature of the politi
cal act as conceived and participated in by members of the
French-Canadian group.
The direction of this study was not toward explaining
why French-Canadians hold certain views or vote for cer
tain candidates or parties.

It is, rather,

to determine

the role and influence of the ethnic group in the politi
cal process.

The reader will not, therefore, find masses

of voting data cluttering the following pages.

Statisti

cal evidence and data is used, but only as a basis for a
more theoretical approach to the problem stated.

In all,

the aim is more to examine a factor impinging on the pol

2
cf, The Limits of Behavioriarn in Political Science, Amer
ican Academy of Politics and Social Science, Philadelphia,

1962.

6
itical behavior of a certain group, and to relate the
nature of this factor to the political system as a whole.
It is hoped that by using the method of survey research
to collect basic data, that a statement of the role and
influence of etbnicity in the political act of an indiv
idual, and its ramifications for the political system as
a whole can be reached.

The conclusion vdll, I hope, con

tribute to t he growing understanding of the poli tical and
social systems that behaviorism has made possible.
The Sample - Survey research, as a technique for the
study of political phenomena, is a technical device for
ascertaining opinions, attitudes and facts that will allow
analysis of a certain, predetermined community.

Community

must be understood to be a variable term, which can refer
to a group the size of a city block or as large as the en
tire population of the United States.

The community is

understood as the group being studied, and the only char
acteristic inherent in the application of a community in
survey research is that it be too large to make interviews
with every member of the community practical.

The first

requirement of survey research is that the group examined
must be too large to permit individual interview sessions
wi t..l-l all its :iilembers.

The first problem of survey research then becomes to
select a sub-group from the community whose members can

7
be reasonably reached individually to be interviewed.
Tnere are many different approaches to this problem of
sampling, many of which are easily implemented, others
which require long and tedious hours of pre-planning and
the use of computers and other types of data processing
systems.

Two of the most important sampling techniques

will be discussed to indicate the development of sophist
icated methods of research, and to give some background
for the present study.
Tne aim of a sampling procedure is to divine out
from the large community a sub-group which will be rep
resentative of it.

In this manner, as in almost all

scientific and non scientific inquiry, by learning the
characteristics of a

~all

group, we can assume these

characteristics as applicable to the larger community as
well.

For example, no scientist has ever, nor will ever,

Beek to examine every occurrence of element X atoms in
the universe.
task.

To do so would be an endless and fruitless

But because he can not observe every atom does not

mean that he can never understand the characteristics and
the behavior of the element.

For by observing only a few

atoms, he can generalize at a statement of the behavior
of the X atom.

In the same way, one does not have to

8
interview every Negro in the United states to know how
Megros as a group feel about Civil Rignts.

Speaking to

a few can indicate with great validity the feeling of the
entire community, and when generalized to a statement of
the community attitude, can be received with as much auth
ority as a tabulation of every living Negro-American's
opinion.

The concept of generalization is thus central

to the survey method, and its acceptance is vital to the
implementation of the techinques of sampling.
Given, then, that the concept of representativeness
is the central motive behind the notion of sampling, the
ques~ion

becomes how does one go about achieving a repre

sentative sub-group from which one can generalize about
the behavior of the entire community.
eral, two answers to this question.

There are, in gen
One may proceed

through a systematic or a non systematic manner in achiev

3
ing the representative sub-group desired.

The terms, how

ever, do not connote a careful procedure on the one hand

3

The sam~ling methods available to the researcher as al
ternatives to the one used in this study are only re
ferred to here briefly. For a more detailed description
the reader is referred to Parten, Chapter 7 and Stephan
and NcCarthy, Chapters 2-5.

9
and a haphazard on the other.

Both are scientific and

accurate approaches to the problem of representativeness,
both have professional pros and cons, both are used ex
tensively in survey research and the choice of method is
largely a matter of convenience and applicability to the
study undertaken and the community being examined.
The systematic method of sampling proceeds by consid
ering various groupings

~~at

the community can be divided

into, such as male/female, homeo\nlers and renters, income
groups, racial or religious groups.

It is usually used

when data rela.ted to t he purpose of the study can be ob
tained easily--that is, wi. tbout

intervie~dng.

D~ta

of 1h is

type is most usually found in census materials, city direc
tories, or local tax rolls.

This information is easily ac

cessible to the researcher and can often be useful.

For

example. in studying Southern attitudes toward civil rights)
it might be useful to proceed systematically by diViding the
Southern community into white and negro sub-groups, and then
sampling those separately.
There are. however, often situations when there is no
available index upon which the comrmmlty can be pre-divided
or VThich is

rel~vant

being conducted.

to the nature of the particular study

It is in this set of circumstances that

the researcher will proceed

~nth

a non-systematic sample.

10

Tne sub-group will be dravffi completely at random, with the

only condition being that each member or the community be
given an equal chance of being selected.

In this way a

sub-group representative of the community can be drawn
from the larger group.
The present study used a non-systematic sample to ob
tain a representative sub-group of Ward 7 in Waterville,
which is the community being studied.

Ward 7 was selected

because of its large French-Canadian population, which ex
ceeds

90% of the 750 family units

in the ward.

There is

a quite wide distribution, however, on the economic axis-
housing units run from rather dilapidated multiple family
houses to new single family dwellings in the fifteen thous
and dollar and up class.

Occupationally the area runs from

unemployed and mill workers to white collar

It

junior exec

uti ve 11 types.
\'lard 7 was taken as an example of the lot of many
French-Canadians both in Waterville and in New England.
The community, however, does not include all the French
Canadian types to be t'oWld.

The element which is not in

cluded here is the portion of the group that has made good,
at least economically, and moved to other sections, usually

11

more desirable, of the city.

This group will probably

form the leadership element of the French-Canadian pop
ulation, and its elimination from the s&uple community
posed a few major problems, but in the end, considerations
of practicality forced its exclusion.

However, enough of

the leadership element was included in the sample to ten
der some generalizations about the nature of the- leader
ship element i tsel!.

The excluded group ,..ras also referred

to by other respondents in questions about political lead
ership and social contacts.
After the selection of the research community, the
problam becomes evident.

With a population of

750 fam

ily units, the taSk of reaching every member becomes im
possible, and sample technique is called into play.

The

selection of a sub-group sharing the characteristics of
the community is the next step in the procedure followed.
The method used in this procedure is that described by
Parten as selection at regular intervals from a list.

4

The list used in this case was the Waterville City Direc
tory, 1964 edition, compiled and published by the H. A.
Manning Company.

Using the street listings of heads of

households, and considering only streets in Ward

7, every

twentieth name was drawn, beginning with the number drawn

4

Parten, op. cit., p. 266-7.
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from a hat containing numbers 1 - 20 and proceeding al
phabetically through the street names.

In this way a

sample of thirty-five names, representing
ward I S

5~

of the

households, vIas compiled.

The problem then became one of verirying the repre
sentativenes8 of the drawn sample.

This was done by com

paring two easily available indices also listed in The
City Directory.

First, surnames of the ward population

and the sample population were compared.
Anglic1~ed

are easy to pick out, as are

French names
French names. A

comparison of the percentage of French and non-French
names in both lists should prove to be a good check of the

As a second check, the data on

reliability of the sample.

home ownership, also available in The City Directory was
compared for the two groups.

The results of the two ver

ification operations in shown below in Table One:-
TABLE ONE

Cross Checks on Sample Validity
Comrnunit~

French Name
676 - 90J~
Non-French Name
74 - 10%
Coefficient
- 99
Own Home
317 Not own home
433 Coefficient
-

42

58%
97.5

Sample

32 -

3

90.5%
9.5~

15 - 43%
20 -

57%
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As can be seen, the sample group, when compared with
the entire community, has an accuracy of representation of

99% on the name index and
dex.

97.57b

on the home-ownership in

These percentages are well within the most acute ac

curacy figures and, therefore, the sample can be consid
ered a good representative group of the original Ward

7

community.
The Questionnaire - Once the sample has been

dra~m,

the problem becomes to design a series of question stim
uli_ to use in gathering the information desired from the

people to be contacted.

The writing of questionnaires is

a long and involved process, which requires careful thought,
so that biases or prejudices do not enter to
with the gathered data.

~weak

havoc

The questions must be as neutral

as possible to allow the respondent to be free to make any
type of answer he desires.

The question must be phrased

so that one answer does not appear to be desired--its word
ing must therefore be precise enough to yield the neutral
i ty required.

But on the other hand, the questionnaire

must be flexible, so the interviewer can use it to gain as
much information as possible.

Striking a balance between

these two objectives is the major problem of questionnaire
wri tinge

The problem in this case was somewhat reduced because

14
all the interviewing was done by the person who t1rote the
questionnaire.

However, other problems £nherent in the

community being studied were formidable hurdles to be
cleared.

The French-Canadians must be assumed to be

o~

a

low educational background, especially the particular
group of French-Canadians being studied.

This barrier to

communication would be compounded by the language barrior,
to whatever extent it existed.
in the construction

o~

The problems faced, then,

the questionnaire were complex and

essentially inherent in the inquiry itself.
With these considerations in mind, the following in
terview was written.

It was designed to yield as much in

formation as possible in a short period of time, since one
could not hope to hold the respondentls attention for a
long period of time.

Each question is included because

it should produce a desired piece of information.

The

specific rationale for each question trill be discussed
below, but first it might be wise to point out some of
the basic theory of questionnaire writing.

Tne technique

used throughout this interview schedule is that of the
ope~ended

question and free response.

The individual

question, and indeed the entire questionnaire, is used
as a stilnuluB to the respondent to give the desired in
formation, with no response suggested or categorized for

his

anS~ler.

Thus, in general, the respondent is urged

to react in any way he wants to the stimulus of the ques
tion.

This method of open-ended questions and free re

sponses is contrasted with an alternate type of question
ing, in which the respondent is given a very limited sug
gestion and a list of alternates from viliich he chooses a
response.

Instead of transcribing the response made, or

at least getting the sense of What the respondent has
said, a box is checked, either by the respondent or by
the interviewer.

The response is thus limited by the

forethought, or preconception, of the researcher ... The
former

lIB

thod was chosen :for this study because of a de

aire to get as much insight into the personal motivations
of the individuals interviewed.
Preparation for the writing of this questionnaire was
of two parts.

First, a rather thorough reading of French

Canadian history, especially in New England, was under
taken.

The purpose of this was to get some idea of the

things I would be looking for in measuring ethnic involve
ment.

The sources used and the resultant conclusions will

be discussed in rrnapter II.

For now, let the statement of

the step taken in the process suf.fice.

The second prepar

ation was an inquiry into the technique of questionnaire
\~iting

itself.

The major source used here was again Parten.
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And~

in addition, various

O~ler

studies, from Berelsonls

Voting to The Survey Research Center's 1960 Presidential
As a result of this prep

Election Survey were consulted.

aration the following questionnaire, twenty-seven ques
tions yielding fifty-four separate pieces of information
was used.

Each question will now be discussed individu

ally, and its desired results
1 a.

explained~

Do you speak a language other
than Engl ish in the ho e?

b.

If yes, what language?

c.

About how much of the time does
your f amil y us e-::-=----:-_:-.....,..:--...-_ _
rather than English in the home?

d.

Do you ever spe ak

out

side of the home?
Yes

No

----

e.

If yes, where are you likely to
use it?

f.

HO"T much ot: the time outside the
home do you use
?

The opening question is perhaps the most important
in the whole interview, for the success or failure of the
interview rests on removing any doubt or fear in the re
spondent's mind.

It must have the result of relaxing the

respondent completely, so that his answers Hill be com
pletely free.

In this particular case, it was felt that

there would be a certain amount of inferiori ty fel t by

17
the respondents, mostly poorly educated, faced with a
college student.

The response here is often one or in

adequacy, so that the first question must convince the
respondent that' he does possess some information that he
can contribute.

The importance of the first question to

the success of the interview cannot be overestirosted, so
great care must be taken in the selection of the inter
view opener.
With this preface, the reasons for the selection of
the opening question are easily stated.

First, its inno

cence should convince the respondent that the interview
is to be trusted and that there need be no fear.

Second,

it asks for a piece of information that only the respond
ent can supply, thereby increasing confidence in his abil
ity to contribute to the interviewer's study.

And third,

but not least, the question is designed to hit a streak
of pride that runs through the French-Canadians in the
United States.

As

~nll

be

'noted below in Chapter II,

there is a deep historic pride in the use of the French
language.

The ouestion

~hen t~ll

set up the interview

by making the respondent feel comfortable and coopera
tive.
Apart from this very essential purpose of preparing

18
the respondent,

he first question also is essential for

the gathering of information about ethnic group
istics.

charact~

The extent to which French is spoken is a good

indicator of the individual's involvement in the group.
The question seeks to measure the use of French both in
side and outside of the home, on the premise that it can
tell something about the amount of ethnic ini'luence on
the individual.
2a.

Are you a church member?

Yes

No

b.

yfuich denomination?

c.

How often do you attend services?

d.

Do you participate in any other
church activities?

e.

Is a language other than English
spoken in church?

f.

fuat language?

--------

Once some sort of rapport is achieved, questions
less innocent can be tried.

~ne

second question, although

not a big step in this direction, is someuhat :more personal.
rne French-Canadian community has been historically oriented
around the Roman Catholic church.
\illl point this out very well:

A trip through

J

ebec

each village is centered

around a magnificent cathedral, which is the equivalent of
the American To"m Square and Tcnm Hall.

All the activity

19
or the village is centered there, social and political as
well as religious.

One is not surprised, therefore, that

the French-Canadians brought this central institution \d th
them when they migrated south to New England.
"art and

tlC"

Sections

of the question are intended to measure in

volvement in the church's religious activities.

Part "d ll

measures other social activity centered around the church.
~ne

question as a whole will aid in the evaluation of the

importance of the church in the Frenci::l-Canadian cormnuni ty.

3a.
b.

Could you tell me where you were
born?
~fuere

was your (wit'e, husband)

born?

c.

Where were your parents born?

It is a well known sociological fact that as the
length of tLme in a particular community increases, the
degree of assimilation into that community will increase.
This question is designed to measure the length of involve
ment in the community, as a guide to evaluation of the de
gree of assimilation.

The concern is primarily -to find

out how long the individual had been in this country, to
aid in measuring his assimilation into the Maerican culture.
4a.
b.

you remember the name of the
school you last attended?

Do

was the last grade you com
pleted in that school?

\~at

20
Interviewing experience has revealed that people of
ten tend to exaggerate when

anS\<6

ring questions, both to

make themselves B6em better than they actually are and
to give the intervievrer the answer they think he is look
ing for.

This question on education is purposely desigred

to limit the amount of exaggeration possible, and is a
widely used question for this purpose.

By asking the name

of the school first, the respondent is more likely to re
spond truthfully to section IIb" of the question.

Level

of education is desired as a measure of political saliency,
knowledge of politics generally increasing
5a.
b.

~dth

education.

Could you tell me how far your
father went in school?
How far do you expect your chil
dren to go in school?

Once the respondent's educational achievement has
been ascertained, that of the preceding and
erations may be determined.

follo\~g

gen

This question will be used to

construct another index of assimilation, based on educa
tion and educational expectations.

One

Cful

expect that

as assimilation proceeds, expectations will increase.

It

would ~ppear that educational expectations ~rill follow
this pattern.

Having a measure of education finished for

two generations, and educational expectation for a third,
comparisons of expectation can be made as a measure of as
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si.milation.

6.

\Vhat organizations, other than
church groups, do you belong
to?

This question serves the purpose of locating groups
or influences which may have replaced the church as cen
ter of the community.

These organizations can also be

expected to play a role in the political orientation of
the individual.
7a.

How many of the people you 'Work
wi th share your nationality?

b.

What about the people you assoc
iate ,nth outside of work?

The intent here is to determine the extent of assoc
iation vnth non-French people in the two situations.

This,

to an extent, lnll also be a measure of assimilation.
teraction

~rith

In

non-French will have the effect of changing

the French group, aiding in the assimilation process.

The

question is in two sections to determine voluntary and in
in

voluntary association--part " a " will indicat~voluntary,
while part IIb'l will be concerned lvi th voluntary social reI a tionship s •

Ba.
b.

wnen you go on vacation, is there
any place you usually go?
Is there any outsta~ding reason
for going there?

Question 8 was included to find out the frequency,
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if any, o~ trips to Canada, sensing that this would be an
important manirestation or close ties still held vnth Can
ada.

Part /lb/l would, ideally, indicate that the reason

for travelling to Canada was to visit relatives there.

9.

In general, '\-muld you say that
the United states was a land of
opportunity?

Up to this point, all the questions have been search
ing for factual information that the respondent would trans
mit.

This question is the rirst to ask for an opinion.

The

question used is a classic interview question, used to get
the respondent to talk about how he sees his lot in the
United states.

In practice, probes were used to get the

respondent to talk freely about these considerations.

What

us-s being looked' for were signs of disenchantment with his
situation, a sign of a lack of assimilation.

Wnen a per

sonls membership in a group becomes stable, he is not apt
to feel unhappy about his role.

It is when he moves away

from a secure membership that he becomes displeased with
the group.
cul ture.

The same holds tFue for

aSBirr~lation

into a

As long as his membership is not complete and

secure, he Hill be easily disappointed by the \·my the
group is ai'fecting him.
10a.

If you could live an~~ere you
wanted, where would you go?
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10b.

vlliat has stopped you from moving
there already?

This question is included as a check on questions 8
and 9.

It measures degree of assimilation through dis

enchantment vrlth the present life experience.

It was in-

eluded also to see what the group's effect, if any, was
on mobility.
11a.

Have you ever been discriminated
against because of your religion
or nationality?

b.

"lhen and where?

c.

~Vhat

was your reaction?

Tne problem faced in question 11 was how to get a per
son to talk about discrimination.

It seemed out of the

question to ask respondents if they discriminated against
anyone, so this tact was tried.

Discrimination is gener

ally held to be a sign of insecurity, insecurity arising,
He have seen, from a breakdo.. m of group identification.

By getting the person to talk about discrimination in
situational,

and not abstract terms, it Has hoped to

gain an insight into the degree of insecurity of the
particular minority.

And at the same time, the attitude

of others to\-rard French-Canadians, as the latter picture
them, would be reveale1i.

The question thus serves a

double function, uncovering attitudes toward, and exper_
ience Hi th.J discrimination, ,d th both serving as a measure
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of assimilation.
12a.
b.

How many children 'Here there in
your parents' £amily?
How many in yours?

Family size has always been a good measure of the
assimilation or groups into American society, with the
size of the family declining
new cultural standard.

,nth

the acceptance of a

This question is in tended to pro

vide data to make an analysis along these lines.
13a.

What (is, was)
occupation?

(your, ~nfets)

b.

~at (is, was)' your rather's
occupation?

c.

If you have any children pres
ently working, what are their
occupa tions?

Information on each respondent's occupation had pre
viously been obtained from The City Directory, so compar
able inSormation for spouse, father and children, to give
a three generation spread of occupations Has desired.
The use of this data as an index of assimilation should
be obvious by this point.

One would expect that as as

similation proceeds, there will be a tendency to. move up
the occupational level.

The American ideology is quite

clear on this point--the cobbler's son becomes a doctor,
any boy can be President.

Assimilation is expected to

carry individuals and groups to higher economic and
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occupational status.

With the data made available by

this question some comparisons of the occupations o£
three successive generations can be made, again with the
purpose or

eXamin~n8

the degree of assimilation into Am

ericen culture.
With this question, the section of the interview deal
ing with the extent of ethnic involvement and degree of as
similation is completed, and the sUbject moves directly to
politics.

The following questions have one major purpose,

which is to allow each respondent to be questioned on his
political attitudes, opinions, and motivations.
this

Ire

Concretely,

ens not only his :PI. rty and candidate preference, but

also his basic participato.ry orientation and the degree of
his political involvement.

Wnat is of interest here is

not only the result of the individualls decision process,
but the mechanics of the process.

The questions here are,

in practice, only an outline of what actually transpired

during the

intervi,e~ls.

Respondents were urged to talk

freely about politics, and most were quite willing to do
so.

From their remarks, guided by the questions asked

them, a view of the

indiv~dual

political decision-making

and orientation can be had.

14.

Do you conaider yourself to be

a Republican, Democrat, or In
dependent ']
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The first question in the political series asks for
a basic party orientation.

Actually what consists of

party membership is not defined by the interviewer, but
it is hoped that the respondent himself will provide this
i~~ormation

in the course of his remarks.

15.

For whom did you vote in the last
presidential election?

This question is pretty straightforward, especially
when it is remembered that Ward
son by better than nine to one.

7

went to President John

T~e

problem here is one

of truthrulness, people having a tendency to say they
voted for the winner even though they did not.

This is

compounded by the silence that surrounded many Goldwater
supporters, who were reluctant to admit their decision to
others.

And third, there is the danger that people who

did not vote \rill say they did, it being almost subver
sive to admit not voting.

The question is YTorded so that

the danger is greatest on the third count, but the chance
is taken in hopes that probes will uncover enough additional
information to satisfy
16a.
b.

t~s

uncertainty.

Wbat was your main reason for
votin for
?
Was it because of his personal
appeal, the issues, his party,
or sore thing else? What else?

Question 16 provides the check on question

15

discussed
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above, and in addition yields some important information
about the degree of political sophistication and saliency.
Part "b ll of the question \vas used only as a probe, and
only if' there Has hesitancy in response to part " a l t .

The

three categories listed are those considered by The Sur
vey Research Center as the major determinants or the vot
ing act.

For a further discussion of these categories

the reader is referred to The American Voter.

17.

5

~·.!hat do you think is the most
hlportaTlt issue facing America
now?

This question continues the inouiry into the politi
cal background of the respondent, particularly his sali
ency of major issues of public debate.

The question is

left completely open, vQth no probes used; no response
is more meaningful than a sUGgested response, for it in

dicates the true character of the subject's political
thinking.

18a.

Do you discuss politics with
your friends and relatives?

b.

Wnen was the last tine you
discussed politics ~nth any
one?

c.

Do you remember what the par
ticular subject was at that
time?

d.

5

How often do these discussions
take place?

Campbell, et al, op. cit.
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18e.

r.

~~ere

do they t~{e place?

Do you usually agree or
disagree with your friends?

Question 18 is, perhaps, the central question in the
political part or the interview.

It attempts to probe

that mysterious area of political decision making by seek

ing to identify some of the contributory factors to the
individual's thou

t processes.

The question

\~ll

tell

us where he gets his information, how he reacts to discus
sions of politics, the frequency of such sessions tdth
other people, and his solidarity in the
The~eparate

roup opinions.

parts of the question are supplied to guide,

but not suggest, the respondentls discussion.

F~though

it is the crucial question, no further explanation seems
necessary, because of its simplicity.

19a.

b.

If a .candidate for political
office asked you to do some
volunteer work for him, would
you?
Have you ever had this oppor
tunity?

Question 19 is included to measure political activ
ity, and the respondent was guided to talk about his at
ti tude tmvard poli tics as a profession or vocation as Hell.

The subject is first presented with the hypothetical situ
ation, and tnen asked about his actual political partici
pation.

The Survey Research Center has identified partic

ipation in politics as one of the most sophisticated re
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sponses to the political situation, and for this reason
little experience is to be expected from most of the peo
pIe in terviel.-J'e d.
20.

Do you think that the Federal
Government should do more, less,
or about the same, to guarantee
a job and housing and health
care to every American?

21.

Do you think that the Fedel" al
Government should give money to
church supported schools?

22.

Do

you think that :r.l8I:'!.bers of the
Communist Party should be allowed
to speak at public places?

These three questions are designed to give some idea
of the opinion orientation of the respondent.

Tne three

issues presented are three which should allow a breakdo\Vll
on a liberal-conservative axis, with 20 being the least
liberal, i. e., most conservative of the three, and 22 be
ing the most liberal if positive responses are made.

In

t...l1.is way a sort of Guttman scale can be constructed, al
though it can only serve as an indicator as there is not
enough information made available to justify placing any
more faith in it.

!olore ini'ormation could be obtained

only at the price of lengthening the interview even fur
ther, which Has felt to be the greater of the tHO evils.
As a result, onlz7rather inadequate series of questions
on opinion could be included, but it was hoped that this
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series would serve as an accurate indicator of the opinion
spread.

23.

Sex.

24.

fnat year vTere you born?

25.

How long have you been living
in Itlaterville?

26.

Do you have any children in
the Waterville public schools?

27.

Time or interview.

This, the last section of the interview, deals with
factual data, as the subhead indicates.
recorded from observation.

Question

24

Question 23 is
is intended to

find out respondent's age, and should produce a more hon
est answer than asking for age in years.

Questions 2$

and 26 were included to measure involvement in the Water
ville community.

And finally, Question

the interviewer, providin

27 is answered by

data as to the length of the

intervievl.
Following this last series of questions, I made it
a point, in the interviews, to ask the respondent if he
had anything to add or any comment to make.

This proced

ure 'Has intended to allOl-l the respondent to finish any
thing he had not already exhausted, to ask questions of
the interviewer, }fuich were skillfully avoided, or to
state his opinion on something tha~ had occurred to him.
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Here, from the most open of all open ended questions, the
desire was simply to listen and record and to see how the
technique worked.
Yoe Interviews - With the completion of the question
naire, seven test interviews were conducted.

The purpose

of these interviews was more to test the questionnaire
than the respondents.

Wordings were changed and several

questions rearranged from the original drafts of the in
terview as a result of these test run-throughs.
At this point, -the third stage of survey research
procedure was begun.

The sample and the questionnaire

were combined in a series of interviews.

These final in

terviews took place in the respondentls b~es, appoint
ments being made by phone as much as possible.

Inter

viewer identified himself as a student at Colby College,
but the true purpose of the survey was not revealed to
the respondents.
In general, with only a few notable exceptions, the
interviewer was well received and the respondents 'fere
very cooperative.

One woman, however, insisted on using

a hot iron to aid in suggesting that she did not want to
be interviewed.

Three other respondents could not be lo

cated, despite revisits to their homes and inquiries from
neighbors.

There was no language problem at all.
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The respondents' remarks were at points lucid and
rulfilled my hopes for information.

vfuen given the free

talk period at the conclusion of the formal interview,
respondents often launched into long speeches, the fav
orite subject being welfare

pa~nts.

One lady offered

me a cup of tea and 80me cookies, Hhich I gratefully de
clined.
The survey process complete, the ~alysis of the d~~
collected could begin.

The responses were tallied and

some Here crossed, tHO scales Here (constructed, the first
of assimilation, the second on political orientation.
This data will be discussed in Chapter Three.
As has been stated above, t he survey process can
carry us only so far.

Once the data has been collected,

the organization of it into some sort of intellectual
sense is a project that no machine or method can perform.
Here is a truly creative problem,

t~e

shaping of raw data

into understandable information that can shed some light
on the problem.
The third chapter vsill introduce this most human of
talents, as it presents a set of conclusions and under
standings obtained by applying the mind to the data
gained in the above-described process.
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The migration of the French-Canadians

to New England in the 1870's is a little known

chaPter in American history, yet its linportance to the de
velopment of the six state region has been quite signifi
cant.

Without the mass exodus of the Quebec farmers to

the textile mills of the developing industry of Maine, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts and Rhode Island, it is doubtful
that manuf'acturing ,·muld have achieved the high level of
development that it subsequently did.

Without the influx,

-the cul tural, social, economic and political climate of
New England miGht be vastly different from what it is to
day.

And yet, for all its sienificance, the recording

and analysis of the mass movement from Quebec to New Eng
land has been greatly neglected.
This paper is not designed as a history or a histor
ical analysis of the migration.

Ra~her,

it uses the French

Canadian immigration and the resultant American ethnic
group as the basis for

a.Yl

examination of the ei.. . i'ects of

ethnic groups on the American political system.

This

chapter, therefore, is not intended to be a precise or
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definitive history of the

French-Canadia~s

in New England.

What it is intended to do is provide a back round for the
analysis of the political behavior of the French-Canadians
in Waterville which £ollows in Chapter Three.
~

Short

Histo~

- The intermingling of the Canadians

of French origin with New Englanders can be traced back to
Colonial times, especially in the period before the French
and Indian \:lar, Hhen it \vas interrupted.

But during the

American Revolution, while the American colonists were
overthrowing their English dominators, there Has much
support for the Americans among the French in Canada.
Indeed, there is even some evidence that

French-Canadia~s

came south to join the armies of the colonies in the war,
probably vnth the idea o£ pushing the English out of Can
ada at the same time.

vrnetner any remained in Nev! England

after the '..:8.r could not be determined
~leir

j

but i

they did,

numbers would be so small that they would be insig

nificant, and have no real effect on

~ne

migration with

which we are concerned.
Industrial development

L~

New England was temporar

ily halted by the Civil War, but once the nation had be

gun to bind up its Hounds, manufacturing could begin to
take its place in the developing New

gland economy_
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Now, with the availability of power and equipment, and
vnth the introduction of the railroads, providing easy
transportation, large manufacturing enterprises could
reasonably be undertaken.
New

Along the principal rivers

gland, mills, especially

~extile

o~

mills producing

high quality cotton and woolens, began to spring up, us
ing the easily available Hater power of the rivers.

But

the introduction of large machines, requiring a great
number of unskilled workers, created a serious
of labor in the developing mill towns.

short~;8

It was thus wi th

a sigh of relief that attention Has turned to the rising
cries of discontent of the French-Canadians to the north.
The years from 1865 to 1870 had brought hardship and
political problems to the French residents of Canada, par
ticularly those living on gmall farms along the
rence Valley in Quebec.

st. Law

A series of poor crops had cost

many of the French their land, and the government, con
trolled by the British, and after the Dominion of Canada
Act of 1867 by the British Canadians, was not very sym
pathetic to their lot.

Against this background of pov

erty and discontent, it is not hard to understand the ap
peal that the New England mills' agents had for the

FPench~

The promise of jobs and money for all, men and v10men and
children, easily lured many of the impoverished farmers
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to the mills of New England.

Yne most \ndely used tech

niqu6 was to send French-Canadians, who had settlffi indiv
idually in the mill tOvffiS during the Civil

ar, or had

been recruited to fight in the war, back to Quebec to
bring the message of a promised land to their brethren
up north.
And so the exodus began.

While no accurate figures

of numbers of French-Canadian immigrants are available
for the early period, the following information on the
founding of French-Catholic parishes is a good indicator
of the timing of the migration.

This information, com

piled by Jacques Ducharme in his admirable study of the
French-Canadi2...."'1s in New EnGland, The Shado\\Ts of the
1

Trees, gives a valuable measure of the degree and speed
of the movement.
tlement of

As can be seen from Table Two, the set

rench-Canadian communities in New

gland,

marked by the founding of a French-Catholic parish, began
in 1868, reached a peak in the period from 187 1 - 1 872,
quieted dOtID

SO:'.:~ev.'ilat

for the rest of that decade, then

picked up again in the 1880's.

In all, from 1868 to 1890,

a total of seventy-one French parishes were established in

the five states of I{aine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa
chusetts and

ode Island.

1

Jacques Ducharme, The Shadows of the Trees, New York,
arper, 1943.
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TABL

TIJO

Dates of Establishment
of
Franco-American catholic Parishes

1868 - Winooski, Vermont

Pittsfield, Massachusetts
utland, Vermont
Fair Hav.en, Vermont
Holyoke, assachusetts
Lowell, }fussachusetts
Southbridge, -assachusetts
aterville, 1aine
all River, assachusetts
orcester, assachusetts
<ebster, lassachusetts
St. Albans, Vermont
AI burgh, Verrnon t
North Adams, Massachusetts
are, -assachusetts
Indian Orchard, Massachusetts
Hanchaug, l1assachusetts
Fall River, assachusetts
Marlboro, Massachusetts
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Lewiston, aine
Biddeford, 1aine
Hanchester, NevI Hampshire
Nashua, New Hampshire
Manville, Rhode Island
Haverhill, assachusetts
Centreville, Rhode Island
Pa~tucket, Rhode Island
Springfield, Massachusetts
Salem, Massachusetts
New Bedford, Massachusetts
SWlcook, New Blilpshire
I;/oodla\m, Rhode Island
Providence, R~ode Island
37 more parishes

1869 - East

1870 187 1 -72 -

1873 1874 1875 1877 1878 -

1880-90 -

a.

i

Ducharme, op. cit., p. 243f.
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This data on the l'ounding of new parishes is not
only an indication of the times of the migration--i t
also provides a description of a major facet of the
life of the French-Canadians once they had reached this
country.

\fnen they arrived in the mill towns of New 3ng

land, the French-Canadians found themselves in the midst
of a strange and often hostile community.

The first fact

that strikes the observer is the language barrior--very
few of the immigrants spoke anything but their peculiar
French dialect, making communication a problem.
most of the French,
bec.

'VIe

Secondly,

must remember, were farmers in Que

They had never seen towns the size of those they

were now inhabiting, not to mention the inside of giant
textile mills.

These tHO factors, language and rural

background, combined to force the French-Canadians into
ghetto existence in the cities and

to~·ms

they populated.

One factor, however, remained that could potentially
serve to form a bond with another significant part of the
cOlJIDIUIli ty.

For the most part, the French-Canadians. who

moved south were adherents to the

Roman-Ca~~olic

religion.

This aspect of their lives, which was a central part of
their Canadian existence, they shared with another signif
icant New England ethnic group, the Irish Catholics.

Close

association with this other, established, Catholic group
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were, however, curtailed by two factors.

The French de-

aired to have bi-lingual parishes, \Vi th priests brought
down from Canada, but the Irish and the Irian-controlled
church hierarchy would not consent to this.
sir~lation

Direct as-

into Irish parishes was, therefore, prevented

by the language

barr~r

described above, plus the resent

ment of the pre-established Irish.

As a result, the

French-Catholic parishes listed in Table

~10

were formed.

But :U1 addi tion to the language diff'icul ties, ques
tions of basic church organization aided in the creation
of the French-Irish schism.

The newly arrived French had

become accustomed to a locally oriented and controlled
parish, with a council of local laymen running the local
church.
tight

~ae

Irish, on the other hand, had developed a

h~erarchy,

based on the Bishops, leaving no control

on the local level.

It was inevitable that the two would

clash, as they did, and sometimes violently, as in the
2

Danielsonville affair.

The basic issue was who would

make the financial decisions for the parish, the local
t1

syn dique ll or the Bishop.

The violence entered lomen the

financial decisions also touched on other issues, such as
the expenditure of Parish runds for the construction on
non-French schools.

Reli ion, which Has the only thing

2

Ducharme, op. cit., p. 77ff.

1

the new immigrants shared with a considerable portion of
the existing population, could not, therefore, serve as a
catalyst to assimilation in to the

e",r -)'}gland cOI1D1IW1i ties

in which the French settled.

The

slo~mess,

in fact the resistance to, assimilation

can be better understood, if, in addition to the religious
si tua t ion, the c ircUIns tanc e s of the emrni t~r a tion are cons i d

ered.

The French in Quebec were basically farmers vdth

stron

family and historical ties to their Canadian homes.

Although burdened with economic hardships, these ties re
3
msined strong, as Ducharme so thoroughly states.
Even
the move south to the urban manufacturing centers of New
En land could not break the strong bonds to their Canadian

home land.

In fact, many viewed the emmigration as a means

to remain in Canada.
plained.

This apparent paradox is easily ex

The French were lured to the mills by pictures

of riches; a quick fortune was pictured as waiting for
theI

in the textile mills.

~lliole

families, or at least

all who could work, packed up and headed
one end in mind.

south, and

\on. th

If a quick fortune could be made, the

family could return to Quebec, buy back the repossessed

3

Ducharme, op. cit., p. 15ft.

family farm, and resume the old way of life.

The more

working, the faster the necessary money could be raised,
and the sooner the family could return to Canada.

4

The

whole American adventure of the French-Canadians must,
therefore, be seen as a temporary sojourn in a strange
land--at least in intention.
Once in this country, however, the return to Canada
was constantly being postponed.

Fortunes were not as

easily made as had been imagined, even with everyone over
ten working fourteen hours a day in the Trills.
sion of the early 70 l
made the return to

g

The depres

cut off the wages of many French, and

(~ebec

even more impossible.

So gradu

ally, the immigrants began developing ties to the commun
ities in which they were living.

By the time better econ

omic times returned in 1873, this ne,·:

~"rench

Canada was a

securely established community in the New England urban
areas.
The real key to this permanency that began to develop
8.0

soon l'laS the working 5i tuation in the mills at the time.

As noted above, children of the age of ten were welcome in
the mills, and with the large families characteristic of
the French-Canadians, this provided a good incentive for

4

Hansen, in ~he Intermingling of the Canadian and American
Peoples, reports that nineteen-our-of twenty or-the U~ll
gpants intended to return to Canada, He", Haven, Yale Un
iversity freas, 1940, p. 166f.
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moving the entire family to the neH, if temporary, com
muni ty.

But since a family could not be housed in the

barracks type housing the mills provided, the families
had to find more permanent housing, often pooling their
funds and buil ding a

sTi1e~1

co t tage •

5

AB a c omrmmi ty of

French-Canadians began to develop, doctors, priests and
other non-mill workers began to move down from Canada to
fill the needs that the large French communities created.
As noted above, the church began to assume an important
role in their new lives, particularly educationally.

Al

though the dream of the return was s till there, its real
ity was being significantly challenged by the
of the French condi tion in the Nel-!

~.~;l

circumsta~ces

and textile centers.

The return to Quebec and their farms Has becoming more
distant, but the immigrants still clung tenaciously to
their French heritage.

The hostility of the Irish and the
)

work and community situation made sure of that.

The ex

pression of these feelings of attachment to French Canada.
manifested themselves in a movement to preserve the cultu
ral i.'itegrity of the immi rant group.

French ne..rs?8.y ers-

at one time or another there have been almost three hun
dred French language newspapers published in
al thou "1 only a handful survi VB to day - - alon

ew
wi th the par

ish priests, many of' whom came from Canada, .formed the

5

Hansen, Ope cit., p. 167f.

early leadership in the struggle to preserve ilIa .foi, la
langue et les meeurs 11

Later these ,...ere joined by the

•

national societies, which by 1900 numbered over four hun
dred, each a unique and independent group, primarily

80C

ial, but still dedicated to the preservation of the trad
itional forms.

The resultant confusion and competition

led to the coordination and consolidation of the individ
ual groups, this accomplished through the founding of
I

LIAssociation Canado-Americaine in 1890, L'Union SaintI

t

I

.; ;.J. .: e. .: :aJl=. :;. . -. .: :B; . :a: ; p: :.-t=. :1: . :·s::,.t-=-=.e--=d:.. -I.:. :Am=e:..:r:.. :i:.. :9::1.:u=e in 1900, end So ci e teL I As somp
tion in 1903.

The federated organizations, much more

than social groups, provided insurance, scholarships

and other benefits for their nembers, and all as part of
their primary purpose--to keep the French culture alive
and strong among the immigrant s.

They enjoyed a long

period of great influence in the first

thi~ty

years of

this century, but their impact on the French community
has steadily decreased since that time.
The conditions were ripe, therefore, for an antiassimilation attitude to develop among the French-Cana
diana.

Originally seeing their stay as only temporary,

they did not find it necessary ·to learn English, and this
continuation of the language barrier was an effective
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inhibitor to assimilation.

By the time the dream or re

turning to Canada began to be discarded, the French-Can
adian comraunity had become so large and self contained,
that continued resistance to assimilation was facilitated.
Thirdly, the institutionalization of the group1s identity
drive, especially in the large federated societies, kept
alive the desire for preserving the group distinction.
The hoatili ty of 'c::te Irish, especially expressed through
~~e

church controversies, served to set the group apart

from the rest of the community and to increase the in
ternal cohesion of the group.
non-assimilation,

e~tendirlg

Given these factors, the

at times to

ove~resistance

to assimilation, of the French-Canadians can be easily
understood.

It was a combination of these four factors

that is responsible for the uniqueness and separateness
characteristic of the French-Canadians in New England
today.
~ne

French-Canadians in Waterville - The history of

the French-Canadians in Waterville has followed much the
same pattern as discussed above, and the resulting non
assimilation is thus similar to that cited in the general
section.

This section, therefore, will not dwell upon a

discussion similar to that above.

Rather, a brief his

tory of the settlernent of the French-Canadian eornmuni ty
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in Waterville will be undertaken, .ri th the aim of provid

ing an adequate background for the discussion of the pres
ent state of the group as revealed by the survey process.
Clement M. Giveen,

in his admirable history of Wat

erville, identifies Jean Matthieu as the first FrenchCanadian _emigrant to settle in Waterville, setting the
6
date as 1827. The Reverend Edvnn Carey Whittemore re
ports that Matthieu rebuilt a house which had been moved
7
from Fairfield to the east side of :later Street.
Ac
cording to the Reverend \-frli ttemore, 1-:8. tthieu was follmved
to Waterville by Jean karcou, who settled in Winslow, and
8
in the 30's and 40's by about fifty more families.
George
Boardman Pepper, past president of Colby College, reveals
that by 1835 there \'lere about thirty French-Canadian farn
ilies in town, mostly living in liThe Plains ll , at the south
9
end of town.
The Waterville situation thus closely paralleled the
developments for the rest of New England, vnth one major
exception.

Until the arrival of the French-Canadians,

Waterville had had no other Catholic citizens, therefore,

6
Clement M. Giveen, ~ ~p~onology of }funicipal History and
Election Statistics. waterville, Maine: 1771-1908, Aug
usta, Maine, Maine Farmer Press, 1908, p. 80.

7

everend Edwin Carey Whittemore, Centennial History of
aterville, Waterville, 1902, p. 80.

8

Whittemore, loco cit.
9

aeorge Dana Boardman Pepper in \Vhittemore, Ope cit., p. 248.
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no conrlict with the Irish existed.

A priest was located

in lliitefield, Maine, but there is no evidence that he

ever journeyed to Waterville before 1840.

~fuit-

In fact,

temore reports that a member of the community had to take
10
his bride-to-be to \~itefield to be married.
By 1841 ,
however, the community had grovffi big enough to warrant a
more permanent setup, and services were begun in the

at

By

thieu house, with a priest from Bangor officiating.

1851, the community had outgrown this arrangemeiIt, and a
structure was built on Grove Street to serve as a chapel.

It should be mentioned that the ,financial support of Wat
erville's Protestant population made the chapel

~ossible.

In 1857 the first full time priest Has appointed for 1at
arville1s French-Catholic population.

Finally, in 1870

71 , the present St. Francis De sales' Catholic Church
was erected on the corner of Elm and Winter Streets, and
shortly thereafter paroch.ial education was begun.

The

fantastic grolvth of the community, from about fifty fam
ilies in 1851 lwhen the first chapel was constructed,
through the decades of the 70 l s is demonstrated by the
fact that enrollment in the parochial school was over
11

rive hundred by 1900.
10

Whitte~re,

Opt cit., p.

11

Pepper, op. cit., p. 250.

81.
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The

reatest Lnflux of French-Canadians came with

the opening of the first large textile mills around 1870.
However, the largest Waterville TIull, The Lockvlood Com
pany, did not begin operations until early in 1876.

The

mill operated on a tVlenty-four hour day, six days a week,
but was so busy that a second building was constructed in

1880.
at

With the completion of mill number 2, employment

Locm~ood

jumped to thirteen hundred, most of these

French-Canadians who manned the plant I s twenty-one hWl
dred looms.
With the diversification of industry toward the end
of the century, the French began moving into non-textile
industries, such as paper and furniture.

liiany also began

commercial enterprises, opening markets, dry goods stores
or other business establishments.

In addition, many hav

ing sent their children to school, the second generation
began to produce professional men, such as doctors and
lawyers, ·not to mention those who took their vows and be
came members of the Roman Catholic cler y.
Fortier was the first French physician in

Dr. John L.
to~m,

openin

his practice in 188].
11th their numbers growing so fast, and their con
een tration in the area of

11

T'ne Plains,

II

it ''las inevitable

tha.t the French should soon play an important political
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role in Waterville.

Records since the division of the

city into Hards in 1888, show a steady increase in the
occurrence of names like Belliveau, Nedeau, Pooler, and
ancourt in the lists of Councilmen, Aldermen and School
Board members.

It was not till well into this century

that any significant French-Canadian electoral weight
'Has felt, but now it is Hithout a doubt a major factor
in the local parties' selection process.

One can hardly

conceive of a non-French m2.yor of faterville, as the

1963 case when a French Republican upset a non-French
Democrat.
Except for the absence of the Irish, the French-Can
adian development in Waterville closely resembles the gen
eral pattern or development in New England.

This includes

a national society, L'Union Lafayette, founded in 1890 and
later incorporated into the international LIUnion Saint
Jean-Baptiste in 1900.

In later years, especially as pro

fessionals and businessmen began to become successful, the
French community began to lose its 060graphic solidarity.
French can now be found in all sections of the city, but
there is still a concentration in the south end.

Ward 7,

the area sampled for this study J is 90% French even today.
With this background, we can now profitably begin a
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oonsideration of the data compiled in the survey process.

KnOlflng something of the general characteristics of the
French-Canadians in New England, and of their history in
Waterville, '",e can proceed to consider them as they exist
today.

The central point of' inquiry Hill be the develop

ment to the present time of the pressures toward non-as
similation which played such a prominent role in the early
history of the French-Canadians in Nell iligland.

CHAPTER

T

SSI~ITLATION AND THE POLITICAL B
THE FRENCH-CAN DrANS I W TERVIL

,

VIOR 0
I

eRA PTli'.....R
ASS~1ILATIO

FREliICH-C'

~

THRE

D THE POLITIC
BEHAVIOR OF THE
DIANS IN WA
VIL , MAINE

Introduction - The sample survey undertaken as a
major part of this study

~;-.·as

ci.esisned to provide data

concerning two types of phenomena hopefully found as
characteris tics of the French-Canadian et.i:lIlic
Waterville.

roup in

The discussion in Chapter Two stressed the

role and develop ent of assimilation in the history of
the French immi rants, and Has designed to serve as a
background for the analysis of the current degree of as
similation among the French-Canadians in Waterville today.
T~le

procec.are used Has the construction of' a series of

coded scales based on the different indices of assimila
1

tion measured ..Ii t;-.. the questionnaire.

Three different

me sures of assimilation have been selected for the an
alysis of the current role of ass
will be constructed which
plus a

ste~uard

w~11

"lation, and a scale

include all three of these

composed of a composite of the three in

dividual scales.

Tne second major concern of this study nas been with
1

Supra, pp. 16-25.
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t e political behavior of the French-Canadians in
ville.

ater

Tnis General topic has been broken down into

three sub-areas for the purpose of this analysis.

The

firs t sub-topic is poli tical knol-lledge, measuring the re
spondent I s acquaintance ,,11 th the poli tical sphere.

The

second is political participation, concerned with the way
the individual expresses IlLlself poll tically, both form
ally and informally.

Tne third ia political attitude, at

tempting to ascertain the issue orientation of the respond
ent.

Separate scales will be constructed for each of the

three, with the aim being the achievement of an under
standing of the political personality of the French-Cana
dian.

The third and final section of this chapter will com
pare the two sets of indices prepared,

vith the aim of de

termining the effect of the degree of assimilation on the
political behavior of the French-Canadians in Waterville.
Index of Assimilation - Questions numbered 1-13 in
the interview schedule were all designed to provide data
for the construction of a scale of
these

~uestions

assi~ilation.

From

information in three separate sub-areas

has been selected for the following analysis, each sec
tion supplying :tia.rt of the total picture of the presence
of assimilation a.:m.on

ate·rville I s

rench-Canadians.
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Specifically, the three areas of inquiry are:
A.

Language - The extent a~d degree
of current usage of the French
Language by the ethnic group
members.

B.

Churc!."1 'iembership - The. extent
of individual involvement in the
Roman Catholic Church, and the
importance of the church as a
central institution of the French
Canadian community.

c.

Social Contacts - The degree of
freedom the individual has in go
ing outside of the French commun
ity for social or business pur
poses.

When these three areas of inquiry were isolated, a
code was

drffiffi

up to measure the cesree of assimdlation

of each of the respondents in each of the three categor
ies.

This code is contained in Table Three below.

The

basic procedure here is to give the respondentls com
menta a numerical rating for each cate:ory, based upon
the content and intensity of the respondent's remarks.
For each topic, the respondent Has given a rating of
from

1,

representing a high de ree of assimilation, to

2.., representing a low degree.
On the basis of the respondents

I

remarks, coded

according to Table Three, the degree of assinilation of
each respondent, on each separate index, could be de
termingd.

Tae result of this operation is to be found
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TAB

THREE

Code for Index of Assimilation
A.

Use of French Language:
1•

2.

3.

4.
5.
B.

Church liiembership:
1•

2.

3.

4.
5.
c.

French not used, or used rarely.
French someti~es spoken in home, but rarely
outside.
oderate ~se of French both in and out of
the home.
ench used ost of t e time in the home,
and sometimes outside of 11.0~:le.
French used exclusively in trie home, and
usually outside of the home.

Respondent does not belong to the Ron~
Catholic Church.
Respondent is a church member but rarely
attends.
Respondent is a church member and attends
~ ass about once a n.onth.
Respondent is a church member a.>J.<.i attends
ass regularly.
Respondent is a church member, attends
Mass regularly, and participates in other
church activibies.

Social Contacts:
1.

2.

3.
h.

5.

1 contacts outside of ..~ ench-Canadian
co
ity.
ost contacts outside of
ench-Canadian
conmrunit •
Some contacts outside of French-Canadian
co
ity.
Few contacts outside of French-Canadian
community.
No contacts outside of French-Canadian
co unity.
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below in Tables Four through Nine.

On, each of these tab

les the coded rating is interpreted to
of assimilation as

e1~lained

si~nify

a degree

here:

1.

High Assimilation.

2.

High __oderate

3.

Moderate AssllQilation.

4.

Low od rate Assimilation.

,.

Low Assimilation.

ssimilation.

In the following tables, three non-French respondents
are eliminated, because their inclusion lends no under
standing to the a11alysi,s, and indeed, spreads the instance
of specific ratings to distort the results somewhat.
As can be easily seen from Table Four, the use of
French among the French-Canadians is .still qui te \<lidespread.
None of the respondents has an index of less than

2,

indi

cating a relatively low degree of assimilation as a general
conclusion of this analysis.
Table Five contains the distribution of responses,
ain indicating the high proportion of French-speaking,
hence low assimilation, that prevails in

~aterville's

French-Canadian community.
As can be seen, a

~ubstantial

majority of the French

Canadian community are still sufficiently un-assimilated
to continue to use

~'rench

as their principal communicating
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TABLE FOUR
Extent o£ Use of French Language
Hespondent

Code-;:-

1-------

2-------

4

5

Index of
l'1.ssrnilation

----- L-E
----- L

3------- 4 ----- L-M

4------- 3 ----- 1'1
5------- 5 ----- L
6------- 3

7------- 4

----- l"
----- L- I

8------- ;; ----- L

9-------

4

----- L-

13-------

4

----- L-M

16-------

4

10------- 4 ----- L11------- 3 ----- M
12------- 11 ----- L-Ii

14------- 4 ----- L-M
15------- 3 ----- 1'1
L-l1

Respondent

Code

17------

4 -----

4.
5.

25------ 3
26------ 5
27------ 4
28------ 3
29------ 4
30------ 4

----- M
----- L
----- L-~
----- M
----- L-J
----- L

31------ 3 ----- M
32------ 3 ----

Moderate use of French in
and out of' home.
French used most of time
in home, sometimes out

side.
French used ·exclusi vely in
home, usually outside.

TABLE FIVE
Distributions of Assimilat:ion Indices
on Language Scale

Assiraileltion

1.

High

2.

High- oderate
oderate
Low- oderate
Low

3.

4.

5.

Number

o

o
11

17
4

L-M

18------ 4 ----- L-M
19------ 3 ----- M
20------ 4 ----- L-M
21------ 3 ----- M
22------ 4 ----- L-M
2)------ 4 ----- L-~
24------ 3 ----- M

':"Key to Co de:

j.

Index of
_:~ssi!,~lation

Percent

0%
0%

36:t
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language.

On the basis of this partial investigation, it

must be concluded that the French-Canadian's remain rela
tively un-assimilated into the cultural traditions of the
erican polity.
As noted above in Chapter Tv10, the French-Canadian
community was marked in its early period in the United
States, and in its previous

history in Canada, by a high

cohesion around the Roman Catholic church.

It is surmised,

therefore, that the present degree of allegiance to the
parish church

\~ill

serve as an indicator of the amount of

community solidarity that exists among the French-Canadians,
and therefore of the resistance to assL~lation that the
roup has exhibited.

Tables Six

a~d

Seven provide the data

from which an evaluation of church importance, and hence of
the degree of assimilation can be determined.

The result

of this analysis can be taken as another measure of the
degree. of assimilation of the French-Canadian ethnic group
in Waterville.
The results here, tho

not Quite as clear as those

for t -e language distributions, do de. onstrate an unmis
takable pattern of high allegiance to the Roman Catholic
~nurch.

6610 of the respondents indicate church involve

ment at least as great as weekly attend~~ce

t

iass, vmile
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TABLE SIX

Extent and Intensity of Church Membership
Respondent

Code~:-

1-------2--------

--4--

3--------

--4--

--3--

4--------- --3-5-------- --5-6-------- --5-7-------- --4-8-------- --5-9--------

10-------11--------

12-------1 3--------

14--------

15-------16--------

--J+--

--3--

--4---4---3---4---4---)--

Index of
Assimila.tion
L-

L-

Respondent

Code

17--------

--3-
--3-

18--------

11

19--------

L

20-------21-------22--------

Index of
Assimilation

--5---4---LL--

--4-23-------- --4-24-------- --5--

L
L-t·1
L
L-Ivj

--3--

25-------26-------- --5-27-------- --4-28--------- --3-

LL-l'

29-------- --5-30-------- --4-31-------- --2--

L-lo

L-

--3--

)2--------

H

*Key to Code:
2.
).

4-

5.

Respondent is church member but rarely
attends.
Respondent is church member, attends about
once a month.
Respondent is church member, attends Mass
regularly.
Respondent is church !ltember, attends ~·~8.SS
regularly, and participates in other church
activi tie s.
TABLE S VEl

Distribution of
Indices on C"nurch
Assimilation

Number

1 • High

0

2. Hi h-Noderate

1

3.

4.

5.

oderate
Low-f·7oder ate
LO\'l

ssimilation
mbership Scale

'10

14
7

Percent

O?t

2%

32~

41+%
22~

L
L-I

L-H
L-!
L-1'1
L
11
L
L-H
L
L-1'1
H-v
N
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a third of these also participate in other church educa
tional or social activities.

None of the respondents in

dicates that he is not a church

ember.

TD8se figures are

particularly significant when one considers them in compar
ison ~Qth the

25%

of all

ericants that might be catalogued

in the two, highest-participation categories.

This above average loyalty to the church, so much re
sponsible for the successfUl establishment of the French
Canadian community in New England in the nineteenth cent

ury, thus continues as a fact of French life in
today.

Co~nunity

T

aterville

solidarity, built up 12rGsly by the church

in the beginning of the French migration continues, there
fore, to be an important factor in the communitY's· resist
ance to the pressure of assimilation.

TDere can be little

doubt that strong ties to the French church, with its now
exclusive use of French in all services, has been a major
force in the continuation of a viable French-Canadian com
munity in

aterville, and, for this reason, offers a part

ial explanation of the non-assimilation of the French-Can
adians into the more pluralist life of Waterville.
The third factor to be considered in this series of
analyses of sub-systems of the assimilation syndrome is
~1e

amount of contact that the respondents reported as

havin

with non-members of the French-Canadian group.
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Data for evaluation of this item is presented in Tables
Ei

t and Nine below.

contact person

~~l

The assumption here is that a low

be a low assimilated person, and one

wi'h higher contacts outside of the group will be more

assimilated into the general community.

TABLE EIGHT

Respondent

Extent

or -Non-French


Code~

Index of
As simil a tion

1-------- --4-
2-------- --4-
3-------- --3-

4--------

--3-

5-------- --5-
6-------- --4-
7-------- --4-
- -
8-------9-------- --4-

10-------- --4-
11-------- --4-
12-------- --3-

13-------

- -

14-------- --4-
15------- - -
16--------

--]-

L-l"l

L-M
M
H

L
L-1-1

L-N

L-t·1
L-M
L- f.
L-·
1

L-H
L-N
L-H
N

Contacts
espondent

Code

Index of
Assimilation

17------

--4-
--3-
--4-

L-1'1

18------
19------
20------
21-- ---
22------
23------
24------
25------
26------
27------
28------

29------
30------
31 ------
32------

--3-
--3-
--4-
--3-
--3-

L-l1

--3-

1-1

--4-
--3-

--4-

4.
5.

L-H

L-M

--4-

L-1'1

--3-

M

--3-
--4-

*Key to Code:
3

i

L-l'1

Some contacts outside of
ench-Canadian
community.
Few contacts outside of rench-Canadian
co
ity.
o contacts outside of French-Canadian
community.

L-1"1
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TABLE NINE

Distribution of ssimilation Indices on
Non-French Contacts Scale
Assimilation
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Number

High
High-loderate
Moderate
Low- oderate

Percent
O~

0

0%

0

3

42%

1

3~

55%

18

LO~l

Tables Eight and Nine reveal how self-contained the
French-Canadian

co~~mxnity

58~

in Waterville is even today.

of the respondents report few or no contacts with non-French
Canadians as part of their daily routine of life.

lOst

of

them work, shop, and spend their leisure time with other
ethnic group members.
non-French people.

None report extensive contacts with

The closed and self-contained nature of

aterville's French-Canadian community is a sure sign

t~~t

2

not much assimilation has taken place.
ironically, that the very factor

~~ich

It thus seems, quite
originally created a

French-Canadian community in laterville, the need for conS·..,4:;ler goods and services to supply t.he expanding mill-\olOrker
population, is today a major cause of the non-ass· ·lation
of the French-Canadians into the faterville

co~rmnity.

For

it appears that as the French-Canadian population expanded
2

e danger here is that, because of the nature of the
population sampled, the degree of closure 0 the com
ity may be exa gerated.
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and became more and more self-sufficient, it assimilated
into itself the community of Waterville, instead of the
opposite occurrence we should expect.

In other words, by

developing into an autonomous community at a very early
date, the French-Canadians prevented, or at least post
poned, their complete assimilation into the Waterville and
American communities.
As a conclusion to this section on the assimilation of
the French community, a composite of the three tables of
assimilation indices, Tables Five, Seven and Nine, vTill be
constructed.

From this composite table a picture of

t~e

overall distribution of assimilation degrees can be drawn,
and an overall index of the assi. 'lation of the French-Can
adians into the community can be constructed.
TAB-

TEN

Composite of Three Assimilation Index
Distributions
Assimilation
1,

High

2.

High- oderate
oderate
LO\>l-rIoderate
Low

3.

4·
S.

Nu.mber
0
1

34

JI:9

12

Percent

0%

1}>
35

51~

13

The composite table yields figures similar to those of

the previous three distribution tables, as is to be expected,
and

S~lOirS

that the bulk of the French-Canadian population of
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Waterville must be classified in the moderate to 1m-I-moder
ate assimilation category.

~ne

individual characteristics

of the extensive use of French, the high allegiance to the
Roman Catholic Church, and the high occurrence or non-ex
ternal activity, leave no doubt as to the validity of this
conclusion.

Living in a tight, virtually self-sufficient

community, the

rench have thus far been able to resist

much of the assimilation pressure that has caused

ost other

American ethnic groups to disperse into the general popula
tion.
Index of Political Behavior - In addition to the phe
nomena of assimilation, and its complement, ethnocentrism,
the

ajor focus of this study has been on the political be

havior of the l<'rench-Canadians in

~·!aterville.

As noted in

the introduction to this chapter, this ryeneral topic has
been broken

do~vn

into three components, political knowled e,

political participation and political attitude.
t ese wiil be discussed at Ie

ach of

t_ and the appropriate data

will be _:-.resented.

The aim in this section is to achieve

an understanding

the political world or the members of

the

0

;;'ren~l-Canedi nIl

e thni c group.

'E1.e first area to be considered under political behav
ior is "c£18 political 1mowledge or the etl'll1ic group me bers.
This topic is concerned :-;i th the a.mount of infor ation that
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the respondent has about political
and obliquely

af~airs

and persona.es,

lith the sources of Ll1i'orm.ation he uses.

The

responses of each subject ,ere evaluated and coded on a five
point scale, Hi th a rating of
political lmOldedge,
amount,

~

indicating a high amount of

a high-moderate amount,

a low-moderate amount and

ical kno ledge.
o~

?.

l

2

..1

a moderate

a low degree of polit

Table Eleven below contains the distribution

values on the index of political knowledge.
TABLE ELEVEN

Poli tical KnoVIledge
Percent

Number
1•

Hi~

2.

High-Node rate
Hoderate
Lo\..r-Moderate
Low

3.

4.

5.

0%
2
22%

0
1

7

38%
38

12
12

As the table indicates, the level of political lmow
ledge is

10H

for l'laterville I s French-Canadian comrauni ty.

This is pecularly evident in the responses to the complete
open-ended question Number 17, which asks for the most im
port9-71t issue facing America nm·l.

Only seven respondents

answered that, the other twenty-five had no comment, which
is in itself a significant
political affairs.

co~~cnt

upon their knowledGe of

This same inability was also revealed

in responses to Question 16,

~fuich

sou

t reasons for

su~-

porting a particular candidate in the 1964 presidential
election.

Only five of those intervieweQ responded to this
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question, Obcin indicating the
ledge.

10VI

level of political know

Tae conclusion, then, must be that the political know

ledge of the French-Canadians is best described as meager.
~ne

second political behavior factor considered as part

of this analysis is political participation, that is, the
type and degree of
situation.

As

t~e

individual1s response to the political

cons~dored

in this study, five degrees of pol

itical participation have been isolated and identified.
These five, coded from a high of ~ to a low of ~, represent
the following types of responses:
1.

High participation - Votes,
discusses extensively, end
works for a candidate or
party.

2.

High-~oderate

3.

Moderate participation - Votes
and discusses.

4.

Low- oderate - Votes.

5.

Low - Does not vote.

particination 
Votes a~d discusses extensively.

On the basis of this code, the

~{olloHing

table, sho\oling

the distribution of t e various levels of participation, has
been constructed.
pation of
.hS

t~e

From it, the degree of political partici

French-Canadian cormnuni ty can be evaluated •

can be seen, the political act involves, for the

bulk of the group members, little more than going to the
polls on election day and registering a decision.

There
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is little evidence of formal activity in any large scale,
even on benalf of friends and neighbors running for office.
Local and ward politics have been reduced to an informal
level, so that an oft heard remark is, "I voted for
because I recognized his name III

The indication is, that,

on the local level, politics takes on a very ethnic quality,
with the recognized names being French names.

The

limited

non-French contacts of this large mass of votes serves to
reinforce this ethnic familiarity effect.

HOt"ever, the in

dication is also, that beyond the local level, the FrenchCanadians are open to what are considered more traditional
voting factors, such as war/peace, pro. or con lar e

overn

roent spending, party and personality.
I

Political Participation
Number
1•

2.

3.

4.
5.

High
0
Hig -!'1oderate h
$
oderate
LOvl-l'iOderate 1 ffi
LOvI

Percent
0%
12%

2

25%
57%

6%

The role of the party raises an interestin
the degree to

problem;

ich, on the local level, ethnic considera

tiona cut across party lines.

Over half of the French-Can

adians do not identify with either party, the half that does
is split about two to one Democratic.

The importance of eth

nie ties is best indicated by the political career of Water
ville }ayor, Cyril Joly, Jr.

A Republican and a Frenchman,
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he swept

eavily French Ward

crat in 1962.

7

against a non-French Demo

Yet in the State Senatorial elections of

1964, he finished fourth in a field of six, being beaten
by three French-Democrats.

The French, it would seem, pre

fer to .vote for a felloH Frenchman, regardless of party, but
~men

faced with no such obvious choice,

~ther

because the

candidates are both French, or neither is French, tend to
r~

make their decisions on what we

ard as the usual criter

ion.
~bove

the local level, there seems to be no direct ap

peal to French-Canadian support, and there is also a lack
of candidates or issues that the ethnic group can be strongly
identified Hi tho

On this level the lotv-income s'cattls of the

French-Canadians tends to push

the:~

into the Democratic c01

UIllI1.

The third item considered in the evaluation of politi
cal behavior of the French-Canadians is their political at
titudes.

Using the responses to the series of attitude ques

tions at the end of the interview,

:B

political attitude was constructed.

a five point scale of
Z~e

response to each

question was charted as liberal, moderate or conservative,

l,

and ranked

2 or

1

in that order.

for the three questions, and
1.

Liberal - Less than

2.

~oderate-Liberal

points.

3

t~G

upra, pp.

29-30.

The scores were added

follOWing code devised.

4

rank points.

- Score of

5 rank
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3-

Moderate - Score or 6 or 7.

4.

Moderate-Conservative - Score of

5.

Conservative - Score of 9.

8.

On the basis of this code, t-'r1e .follo\lling table of at
titude distributions was constructed.
TABLE THI TEEN

Political Attitude
ber
1•

Liberal

2.

~oderate-Liberal

3.

4.
5.

loderate

1
12
11

3%
38%

7

22%

'oderate-Conserva~

tive
Conservative

Percent

1

3 ~

3~

As can be seen, the distribution clusters around the
center of the political spectrum, with a slight lean toward
the liberal side.

This tendency is borne out by the large

French-Canadian support for President Johnson in the last
election, in '..fl'lich he received over 90~ of' t he votes in
d 7.
of the

It can also be explained from the nature of t\l10
'~llree

attitude questions, rCedicare and Aid to Paro

chial Schools, both of \mich are favored and important to
the French-Canadians.
The
of

~

feet of Assimilation on the Political Behavior

French-Canadians in Waterville - The final task of

this chauter is to eXamine the effects of dirfering uegrees
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ings, usually Associated \vi til the middle class, to material
ize, ~~d the interaction between all the members of the group
still being high, the suburbia effect noted by L bell has not
had time to set in.

4

Secondly, the questions used may pos

sibly not be a valid attitude-determination device, thereby
challenging the accuracy of the fi,:;ures.

Or third, the less-

assimilated French-Canadians may see the current liberalism,
vQth its emphasis of equality, both social, economic and pol
itical, as a

c~clle

~e

to group solidarity and ethnic import

This tnird reason, I believe, goes far to explain this

ence.

noticeable conservative tendency of IO\>1-assimil.:_ted

'r~ncn-

Canadians.
The effect of .' ss.:L:iilation on the political be:v'vior of
the French-Canadians may thus be swmnarized as deterrn.ining
the extent to which
political world.

t~le

group

e ber becomes involved in the

As assi 'lation incre ses, t e

en

is likely to be more involved in politics, that is, to

an
8X

press himself in a manner that includes more than simply
voting.

A possible explanation of this phenomena will be

discussed in Chapter Four.

4

Samuel Lubell, The Future of
. D ubleday, 1956~napter

erican Politics,

ew York,

CHAPTER

FOUR

CONCLUSION: THE EW ETHNOCID TRISM
D THE POLITICAL SYS~

CHAPTE

FOUR

corCLusIO: THE NEW ETHNOCENTRIS
D THE POLITICAL SYSTm1
Introduction - The primary characteristic of the
early French-Canadian community in New En land, and Water
ville, as noted in Chapter Two, might be said to be the
high ideological content of its ethnocentrism.
stay in this country being

vie~'led

ary, making return to Canada anci

With the

by many as only tempor

t~'1e .:tar~·'ls

along the St.

Lawrence a strong possibility, and resulting in strong re
sistance to assimilation, and concomitant pressures to

ain

tain their cultural heritage, the basis for such an ideolog
ically oriented community was well provided.

And even when

the myth of return to Canada became unreal and was discarded,
the same spirit continued as an attempt to establish a per
manent French-Canadian communi ty in

8vr

gl,':'.nd.

Given this basic predisposition for an ideologically
oriented ethnocentrism, an examination of the leadership of
the early community will explain the reason that tuis psy
chic Undercurrent

~';.~...nifested

itself as it did.

institution in the early French-Canadian co

The central
ity was the

oman Catholic church which was rapidly being staffed by
clergy fro

Canada ,·mo were also of French background.

The
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sanction of the religious community, plus its obvious lead
ership potential, was thus added to the psychological pro
clivity which was latent in the French-Canadian immigrant.
Eventu2l1y, the church was joined by the national societies,
and their amalgamated federations, in spreading the message,
with songs, slogans and other typical ideological appeals,
of the necessity of cultural and community solidarity.
The type of ethnic

;rO~9

and the nature of its ethno

centrism vmich resulted is perhaps unique in the history of
hite innni rations to the -Jni ted states.

The usual

erican

experience has been with non-ideological groups which dis
persed cui te rapidly into the general population,

losin~:

much of their past heritage as they assilailated.

But in

the case of the French-Canadians, the ori inal temporary
nature of their migration, the closeness of their original
homes, and t e immi ration of leadership

~s

well as working

elements, created a much different type of situation; one
most marked by the ideological appeal for the preservation
of the culture of
cOlTIDland to

II

Frcnc~-Canada,

usually expressed as the

ardez la langue; gardez la foi; etardez les

moeurs. "
ith the passing
~'1i,o.:;rations

0_:

four generations since the great

of the post-Civil Uar period, the nature of' the

French-C8Dadian community has undergone a basic change.

As
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return to Canada became more remote and memories of the old
St. Lawrence homesteada vaguer, the ideological content of
their ethnocentrism began to be de-emphasized, and the in
stitutions founded to proliferate French culture began to
playa less central role in the community.
that

tod8~,

The result is

tne French-Canadians are almost completely cut

off' f'rom Canada, ,,-!i th only some,

usu~,-lly

,-leak, i'a.::.:ily ties

keeping them connected with their former homeland.

For the

most part, they consider themselves Americans, usually pre
ferrin

to be called Franco-

ceptable term.

an inaccurate if ac

The national societies, once involving al

most all French-Canadians in
ilarly.

erica~s,

Ne~-_-

: J:l3land, have suffered sim

51e survey indicated that only about 10% of the

French-Canadians in 'faterville are still as sociated Hi th any
of these once

power~

groups.

But sayin-· thqt the

ench-Canadi~Jls

have lost the ideo

logical core of their ethnocentrism is not the same as say
ing that they no longer have an ethnic identity.
sion of Chapter Three can only be that t e

rench-Canadian

connnunity today remains as a real and viable fact.
o

The conclu

The re

ing task is thus to examine the existing group to deter

mine t e nature of its etnnocentrism, and then, to conclude
~-th

a statement of the 1m

political system.

ort~~ce

of this phenomena on the
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The New Ethnocentrism - It is evident from the data
discussed in Chapter Tnree, that the French-Canadian commun
ity is still with us, but a com arison of the nature of their
ethnicity now with that eighty years ago leads to the conclu
sion tnat the main difference is the loss of the significance
of ethnic group membership.
a cherished possession
pains to protect.

~~lich

Originally, group membership was
each French-Canadian took great

Today however, instead of being united by

a religious, almost mystic, bond of co

on heritage, the

French-Canadians seem connected by the fact that they share
a common situation--low income status in urban ,lreas.

In

stead of joining together for the achievement of grrat cul
tural purposes, they appear to be throvm and held together
by

t~1.eir

con1on economic lot.

Ethnocentrism in this type of community might conceiv
ably take on an economically based ideological form, but the
survey ShOHS that it has not.
bonds of the

Instead, the ethnocentric

French-Canadians seem

~o

be

atters of conven

ience, making it easier for them to get along.

It would ap

pear that the French nave just begun to reach the stage that
most other ethnic groups reached upon settling in this coun
try.

United pri_ arily by the desire to

m~~e

life as easy as

possible, they remain among old friends and relatives, and
speak the French language t ey were taug t as children.

But
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no lonjer are they held together by impulses of ethnic
superiority or uniqueness.

wnat is found now is the rem

nants of the old ethnic group attitude, most of the young
generation not even sharing the little their yarents have
left to offer.

~~ere

can be little doubt that lith the

passing of the present adult generation, the non-assindla
tion of the French-Canadians

~dll

be a matter of history.

'.!he next generation rill have forgotten the French language
and will be dispersed in the total population much more than
they are today.
The Ethnocentris

~

of Convenience and the Political

tern - 1 at remains is to deternine the role that this new
ethnocentrism plays in the political system, versus the role
played by the formerly ideological ethnic personality.

ile

little data is available, one could theorize that the ideo
logical mood that dictated resistance to

':'.ss5_~':ilation

would

also dictate non-involvement in the political world, or at
the least, translation of all political issues into ethnic
terms, much as in -i tIer I s Germany, where all issues Here
expressed in terms of tl1e Fatherland.

This latter alter

native is quite outside the usual American pattern, which
seeks to face the individual with overlapping group
so that his political decision

Croh~ot

dem~~ds,

be simply made.

This

idea is implied by - adison in Federalist number 10, and is
usually accepted as expressing the intent of the Foundin

80
Fathers.
posi~~

The ideologically oriented ethnic group, by

a specific and exclusive world view on its

runs counter to the demands of the

~

me~bers,

rican political sys

tem, \<lhich seeks to leave the individual open to many pres
sures and cross pressures, instead of categorizin
n~~ing

im and

his political decisions easy or irrelevant.

It would appear, on the other hand, that the ethnocen
trism of the present French-Canadian population Ol

ater

ville, and probably of New England, centered as it is on the
convenience of the group members, does not of'fer this serious
challenge to the workings of the political system.

No longer

concerned with the preservation of French culture, and strip
ped of its ideological significance, it

~as

been reduced to

a role more in keeping with American political tradition.
No longer dominatin

the group members' lives, other tradit

ional pressures are free to influence the political decis
ions of the group members.

Thus, Hhen trying to explain

their reasons for supporting one of the two presidential
candidates in 1964, none of those

~~ench-C~!adians

inter

vie\-J'ed suggested that one of the tHO candidates or parties
appealed to him in ethnic terms.

Responses were a1 ays in

terms of more traditional factors, such as:

"Hels for the

working manu; or IIHe' d start a war.

L11.I~luence,

II

Ethnic

at

least on the national level, would appear to be nil.
Tne exception to this pattern of secondar

influence
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is in local
quite import

polit~cs,

t.

in fhich ethnic considerations are

Even on a non-ideological level, there

is still some ethnic pride in the French-Canadi ns, and
this is expressed by supportin

Frenchmen for office.

In

addition, a candidate who can speak to the French in their
Olm

language is

oing to be more widely

recG~ 'red,

simply

because more people still communicate more easily in French
t an they do in English.

On the local level t:n.cse ethnic

considerations are apt to be more significant than on the
national, Hhere t ey are far overshadowed, and rig tly so,

by considerations of war

~ld

peace, or of jobs and national

policy.
Conclusion - The process of acculturation, seen clearly

in the development of the French-Canadians in New England,
provides that as contacts to the homeland and ethnic group
become more distant and weak with the successive generations,
tile individual v1ill become more open to social pressures of
the American genre.
~;ressures

Politically this means that the ethnic

and vie",s 'oLd. ell may be prevalent early in the

group's American history, will gradually weaken and disap
pear, being replaced by the tradional appeals of American
politics.
This ability of the political syste

to break dOvffi

and destroy foreign ties has been t_6 central reason for
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the ability of the system to assimilate such large numbers
of immigrants.

This capacity ror

destrayL~g

an old myth,

and replacing it lnth the American myth, establishes the
closed system in which all can be understood, and in which
a larger unity overshadows the divisive effects of the sub
groupings in society.
T~-~e

history of the French-Canadians thus illustrates

the mechanism

1:

hich the American political system has used

so successfully to transform

conge~ies

of people into a
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POL TICAL
IFEST TIONS OF ETHNOCl!. ~TRISll:
THE FRENCH-CANADI S I
ATE VILLE,

B

Stuart H. Rakoff

In order to obtain data for a determination of the
e fects of ethnocentric pressures and differin
of assi il tion on ethnic

egrees

roup members, a sample survey

process was followed, on a non-systematic basis, result
ing in thirty-f've interviews with French-Canadians in
Waterville, Maine.
ized as:

The d ta collected can be categor

(1) That relating to the degree of respondentls

assimilation;

(2)

~nat

relating, conversely to number 1,

to the resJondent's degree of ethnocentric pressure; and

(3) That relating to the political behavior of respondent.
fter a short historical Qtscussion, the data analy
sis yielded the following conclusions:
1.

The French-Canadians in Waterville
are

enerally in a low to medium

ass

'lated class, with resulting

igh to medium et
2.

ocentrisrn.

eir political behavior is gener
ly unsophisticated.

examination of this data indicates that the factor of
low assimilation/high ethnocentrism is co-reI tional \nth

low political sophistication.
The evidence of this study Hould seem to support
the

_eory of Acculturation, but with one interesting

difference.

There is a significant difference to the

respondent's political behavior on national as opposed
to local matters.

On local issues

a~d

elections, ethnic

considerations are quite important, but on t e national
level, more traditional attitude determinants almost
completely supplant ethnic considerations as behavior
factors.

